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In this illuminating and insightful guide, Kim Boykin offers Christians a way to incorporate Zen

practices into their lives without compromising their beliefs and faith.Zen for Christians

assumes curiosity but no real knowledge as it walks readers through specific concepts of Zen

philosophy — including suffering, attachment, and enlightenment — and explains each in a

simple but lively way. Sections between chapters gently demonstrate Zen meditation practices,

explaining the basics in a clear, engaging manner. Placing Buddhist and Christian teachings

side by side helps readers not only understand Zen but also shows their compatibility. Drawing

on Dr. Boykin's own personal search through Buddhism and Christianity as well as her

background in theological studies, this thought-provoking work illustrates how Zen practice can

be particularly useful for Christians who want to enrich their faith by incorporating

contemplative practices."A trustworthy and delightful guide. Kim Boykin will demystify and

deepen your understanding of both the traditions she practices. A gem!" —James W. Fowler,

author, Stages of Faith "Kim Boykin writes in the skilled language of simplicity. While

addressing those new to Zen, she offers practical wisdom, challenge, and encouragement to

all practitioners." —Rose Mary Dougherty, Shalem Institute for Spiritual Formation, Bethesda,

Maryland"The great religions of the world have much to learn from each other. Kim Boykin's

book is a skillful step in that direction. The heart of the matter of Zen is presented in a direct

and informative way that is based on her firsthand experience of Zen training. This should

prove to be a helpful guidebook for any Christian who wishes to explore Zen practice." —John

Daido Loori, Roshi, abbot, Zen Mountain Monastery"This lovely, wise, and practical

introduction to Zen keeps its promise of companionship as the kind of spiritual cookbook you

can bring right into the kitchen. Recipe-reading like this, in fact, inspires you to get into the

kitchen, encourages you to keep at it, and invites you to share your efforts in communion with

others." —Steven Tipton, coauthor, Habits of the Heart "An excellent resource on Zen practice,

written from a pragmatic, personal, and yet sophisticated point of view. What a fine contribution

to Buddhist-Christian understanding!" —Judith Simmer-Brown, coauthor, Benedict's Dharma:

Buddhists Comment on the Rule "This is a good-humored, intelligent, nonguilt-inducing book

written by a person who shows us clearly what it would be like to reap the benefits of what she

preaches." —Roberta Bondi, author, Memories of God and Houses: A Family Memoir of Grace
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I’d had this book when I began to explore Buddhism. It would have made things much easier.

My first experience with Zen was like a spiritual boot camp—entirely unpleasant. The teacher

barked orders, and his students tried desperately to get everything exactly right. There was

never any relief from the intensity, no breath of humor. It’s true that sitting Zen can have its

unpleasant times no matter how it’s presented. As a popular American Buddhist saying goes,

“A mind is a terrible thing to watch.” But the mind can also be hilarious, and Zen should have its

lighter side as well. Nowadays I am suspicious of any spiritual teaching that lacks humor, but

then I was just beginning. Like the other students in that first class, I believed that something

good would happen only if I could get everything perfectly right. But all I felt was pain and

frustration, so I assumed I was doing something wrong. I was a failure.It would have been so

nice to have this book then, to touch into Kim Boykin’s gentle encouragement and good humor

and to hear her assurance that getting things right is not the point at all. But I would have to

wait; it was 1972, and Kim Boykin was far from her own first Zen sitting.Like many Americans

who explore Buddhism, I had a fairly solid background in traditional Western religion. My



Methodist parents made sure I said my prayers and went to Sunday school. I knew the stories

of Jesus and even felt I had a close personal relationship with him. As I got older, though, I

grew first frustrated and then angry about what I saw as hypocrisy in the people of my church.

Not only did they often use their religion as an excuse for moral arrogance, but they also

resisted any questioning of beliefs. They didn’t seem to want any part of going deeper in the

spiritual life.I did not understand why, but I definitely wanted to go deeper. As an adult, I

searched for a local church that would welcome my wonderings and found none. I looked for a

religious community that would teach me about the inner spiritual life, about prayer and

meditation, and found none. So when I began to explore Eastern religions, I carried some

baggage with me. Church, as I knew it, had failed to meet my needs, and I was taking my

spiritual business elsewhere. Or so I thought.What surprised me, eventually, was that my foray

into Buddhism led me in a kind of circle, back to my Christian roots. Over time, Buddhist

practices somehow revealed to me the rich resources of Christian contemplative tradition that

had been there all along, hidden beneath the busyness of popular religion.I was not alone in

that experience. Over my thirty years of working with the Shalem Institute for Spiritual

Formation, I met many people who felt that their churches and synagogues were lacking in

spirituality. Most nurtured a simple, wistful longing for “something else.” They were not clear

about exactly what they wanted, but they knew they were hungry. In their searching, many

turned toward the East and experienced exactly what I had—an eventual discovery of deep

nourishment within their own original tradition. The phenomenon happened so frequently that

we gave it a name: “pilgrimage home.”It is here in this pilgrimage home that resources such as

this book become crucially important; they provide guidance and nourishment that are not

easily found elsewhere. For a person beginning a conscious interior spiritual journey, it may not

be easy to tell where the true nourishment can be found. As a society, we have been inundated

with quick-and-easy recipes for spiritual and psychological self-help. Although many of these

are well-intentioned, they often fail to provide the real satisfaction people are seeking. A quick

drive-through at a fast-food restaurant may ease one’s hunger for a while, but it takes a

carefully, lovingly cooked meal to nourish the deeper places in a lasting way.In this regard, Kim

is a good cook. In this book, which she herself likens to a cookbook, she serves up nutritious

recipes that will stick to your ribs. In the text of the book, Kim shares the story of her own

pilgrimage. It is perhaps because of her unusual religious background that she is able to

remain free of the negative baggage that so often creeps into religious discussions. She has no

particular ax to grind with any religion, no psychological agenda to impose on the reader. She

is able to present her material simply, clearly, and directly, with a lightness and humor that

immediately put one at ease.At the same time, she is not afraid to tackle the thorny questions

that inevitably arise when Christians look at Zen. What are the similarities between Zen and

Christianity, and what are the differences? What does it really mean for a Christian to practice

Zen Buddhism? Does it amount to a denial of one’s Christian faith or can it lead to a deepening

of it?Kim addresses such questions more coherently and revealingly than any other writer I

know, and she teaches Zen practice with the greatest clarity and lightness I have seen

anywhere. This is truly good nourishment. I only wish I’d had it when I began.GERALD G. MAY

(1940-2005)Washington, DCSenior Fellow, Shalem Institute forFebruary 2003Spiritual

FormationZEN FOR CHRISTIANSAn Invitation to Zen PracticeZen for Christians is a

beginner’s guide to Zen, written especially for Christians. It weaves together detailed

instructions in Zen meditation, an introduction to the teachings of Zen, and reflections on Zen

in relation to Christianity. It is based on the introductory classes on Zen that I’ve taught at

churches of various denominations and in evening adult education programs.“Zen for



Christians” does not mean Zen adapted for Christians in the way that “yoga for pregnancy”

means yoga adapted for pregnant women. The Zen in this book is just plain Zen, but the

presentation of Zen in this book is especially for Christians. I tell the story of my own

experience with Zen and Christianity. I address issues of particular interest and concern to

Christians. And I explore some of the similar observations that Zen and Christianity make

about the experience of being human.Zen is a way of liberation from suffering—both the

suffering we experience ourselves and the suffering we cause others. It is a practical and

experiential tradition, centered in a form of meditation that can be practiced by people of any or

no religion. Zen practice is about opening compassionate awareness to all of reality and

realizing that the joy and freedom we long for are available right here and now, in the midst of

the messiness and pain and confusion of our lives.Zen is a way of selflessness, in two senses

of the word. First, Zen is a way of directly experiencing what Buddhism calls “no-self”—

realizing that the distinction between “me” and “not me” isn’t so clear and definite as we usually

assume it is and experiencing the interconnection and interdependence of all things. Second,

Zen is a way of selflessness as opposed to selfishness—a way of being helpful instead of

harmful, a way of compassion for everything and everyone, including ourselves. These two

forms of selflessness are connected. As we more fully experience reality from the perspective

of no-self, we are freed from the tyranny of an illusory self and freed for a life of selfless joy and

compassion.Zen is a peculiar religious tradition. Many people wouldn’t call it “religious” at all.

Zen is not about doctrines or beliefs. It’s not about worship or devotion. Zen is not theistic, but it

isn’t atheistic either, or even agnostic. Zen simply doesn’t address the subject of God. In Zen,

the Buddha is not understood to be a god or messiah or superhuman, but an ordinary human

being who discovered a way of liberation from suffering and taught this way to others.Trappist

monk Thomas Merton says that comparing Zen and Christianity is like comparing tennis and

mathematics. I think Zen and Christianity are more comparable than that (and Merton probably

does too, since he says this in Zen and the Birds of Appetite, which is full of comparisons of

the two traditions), but I would say that practicing Zen as a Christian is like playing tennis as a

mathematician. If you’re a mathematician and you want to play tennis, you just keep on being a

mathematician and you also play tennis. There’s no special trick to it. You don’t need to wear

shorts and tennis shoes to do your mathematics, and you don’t need to ponder differential

equations while playing tennis. If you’re a Christian and you want to practice Zen, you just keep

on being a Christian and you also practice Zen.Christians have found that Zen practice can be

a powerful way to nurture our capacity to love God, our neighbors, and ourselves, and our

capacity to say to God from the heart and in all circumstances, “Thy will be done”—not my will,

but thine. In particular, Zen practice can be a powerful way to help us see and let go of what

gets in the way of loving God and all of God’s creation and what gets in the way of opening to

God’s will.Of course, the Christian tradition offers us its own spiritual practices to nurture our

capacity to love God and creation and to open to God’s will. In this book, I simply offer Zen as

another spiritual practice that you might wish to try. I invite you to incorporate Zen practice into

your life as a Christian, as many Christians, both lay and ordained, Protestant and Catholic,

have already done.Since Zen is fundamentally a practice—something you do, something you

experience—the essentials of Zen cannot be grasped by reading about it. In this way, Zen is

like any activity that you learn through practice and experience, like playing tennis or driving a

car or baking bread. You can get some useful and interesting information by reading about it,

but it is by getting out on the court and hitting some tennis balls, by getting in the car and

driving, by kneading the dough and letting it rise, that you learn how to do it and what it’s really

all about.Reading this book, then, is like reading a cookbook. The recipes in a cookbook are



there not just to read but to guide you in preparing something to eat. In this book, the practice

sections are the recipes, and the chapters help you better understand the recipes and more

fully appreciate the cuisine. The list of recommended resources at the end of the book tells you

where to learn more about this cuisine and where to get ingredients that you won’t find at your

local supermarket. I invite you to try some of the recipes—not just to read about the tastes and

textures and aromas of Zen, but to experience them for yourself.PracticeZazen: Counting the

BreathThe Japanese word zen means meditation, and the central practice of Zen is zazen, or

sitting meditation, also simply called “sitting.” This book includes instructions in three slightly

different forms of zazen, as well as several other forms of meditation. We will begin with a basic

Zen meditation practice called “counting the breath.”Getting ReadyFind a relatively quiet place,

where you can sit undisturbed. Eventually, you will be able to do zazen in almost any

environment, but especially in the beginning, a quiet space is helpful. If possible, the lighting

should be dim, like twilight.Wear comfortable, loose-fitting clothes. You don’t want to be

wearing anything that constricts your breathing, so if you are wearing pants that are snug at

the waist, you might want to undo the top button and loosen your belt. Remove your shoes.

Either socks or bare feet are fine.You will need a cushion that is several inches thick when

compressed. Try a bed pillow folded in half or a rolled-up blanket, or try putting a sofa cushion

on the floor and sitting on the edge of it.If you want to make zazen a regular practice, I would

recommend getting a zafu or a seiza bench to sit on. A zafu is a round meditation cushion,

about a foot in diameter and about six inches thick, traditionally black or brown, stuffed with a

plant fiber called kapok. A recent variation is a zafu stuffed with buckwheat hulls. A seiza bench

is a small wooden bench, about six to eight inches high, used to support a kneeling position.

(Benches of the same sort can be found at Christian retreat centers, where they’re called

“prayer benches” or “kneeling benches.”)The zafu or seiza bench is traditionally placed on top

of a zabuton, a thick, squarish mat that cushions the knees and legs. For cross-legged

positions, a carpeted floor is usually sufficient cushioning, but for kneeling positions it’s helpful

to have extra cushioning. A blanket or two folded in half several times can function as a

zabuton.The only equipment you need for Zen practice is something good to sit on, though

catalogs of Buddhist supplies and ads in Buddhist magazines will try to sell you all sorts of

other stuff. The list of recommended resources at the back of the book includes sources of

zafus, zabutons, seiza benches, and other supplies.Finding a Sitting PositionYou need to find a

sitting position that allows you to have an upright spine and to be stable, still, and relatively

comfortable. Zen meditation is not a matter of the mind only but of the whole person, the whole

body-mind. An alert posture supports an alert mind, and an alert mind supports an alert

posture.The cross-legged positions have been time-tested for millennia as excellent positions

for meditation—if you can get into one of them with some degree of comfort.One position that

works well for many people is the so-called Burmese position, in which both calves rest on the

floor in front of you, parallel to one another and not actually crossed (see Figure 1).If you’re

fairly limber, you might try the half-lotus position, in which one calf is on the floor and the other

calf is pulled up so that the foot rests on the opposite thigh (see Figure 2). This position torques

the spine just a bit to one side, so if you mainly sit in the half-lotus position, it’s a good idea to

switch which calf is on top occasionally so that the spine gets torqued to the other side

sometimes.Figure 1Figure 2For those who are exceptionally limber, the classic meditation

posture is the full-lotus position, in which each foot rests on the opposite thigh (see Figure 3).

This is the most balanced and stable position, but I know very few Zen practitioners who

regularly sit in a full lotus, which most people find impossible or painful, even with practice.In

any of the cross-legged positions, sit on the front half of the zafu so that it acts as a sort of



wedge under you, raising your buttocks off the floor while allowing both knees to touch the

floor. If one or both of your knees don’t reach the floor at first, that’s fine. If you regularly sit in a

cross-legged position, you’ll loosen up over time.A cross-legged position you should not use is

an ordinary “Indian-style” or “tailor” position, in which the calves are crossed, with both feet on

the floor and both knees in the air. This position is not conducive to sitting up straight, and the

circulation in the legs is cut off too easily.You also can use a kneeling position, which many

people find more comfortable than a cross-legged position. Kneel with your knees apart and

your feet on either side of the zafu, and sit down on the front half of the zafu. If you want more

height, turn the zafu on end. This way, your knees will not be bent at such a sharp angle, but

you may feel a little more precariously balanced. Or you can use a seiza bench. Kneel, put the

seiza bench so that its legs are on either side of your calves and the seat slants down toward

the front, and sit on the bench (see Figure 4).You also can sit in a chair. Sit with your back

upright and your feet firmly planted on the floor, about shoulder-width apart. Do not lean

against the back of the chair (see Figure 5). It will be easier to maintain your posture if you put

a zafu (or your makeshift zafu) on the seat of the chair to act as a wedge so that your thighs

slant down from hip to knee instead of being parallel to the floor. If you don’t have a cushion

that will create this slant of the thighs, I would recommend putting a cushion between the chair

back and your lower back to lean against and help keep your back upright.Figure 3Figure

4Figure 5I encourage you to experiment with various sitting positions to see what works best

for your body. But please do not try to force your body into positions that will put stress on weak

or injured hips, legs, or knees!In all the sitting positions—cross-legged, kneeling, or sitting in a

chair—tilt the top of your pelvis forward so that there is a curve in your lower back, with your

abdomen protruding in front and your buttocks protruding in back. (Notice that this is exactly

the opposite of a slouch, in which the top of the pelvis is tilted back.) The forward tilt of the

pelvis and the curve of the lower back help keep the back upright with minimal effort from your

muscles. And the downward slant of the thighs from hip to knee helps keep the pelvis tilted

forward.Sit with your spine long and tall, upright but not stiff. Imagine that you’re pushing up the

sky with the crown of your head or that you’re a marionette on a string that pulls straight up

from the top of your head. The energy that goes into sitting upright is all in the spine. Let

everything else be loose and relaxed. The abdomen is relaxed. The shoulders are relaxed

down and back. I sometimes feel like I’m a big laundry bag, with everything hanging in a loose,

heavy lump from the drawstring pulling up at the top.The head is upright, with the chin tucked

slightly in and down, not jutting forward or lifted up. Viewed from the side, the ears are in a

vertical line with the shoulders.The mouth is closed (unless you’re congested and are having

trouble breathing through your nose), with the tongue pressing lightly against the roof of your

mouth to inhibit salivation.There is a special hand position, or mudra, used in zazen. Take your

dominant hand—your left hand if you’re left-handed or your right hand if you’re right-handed—

and place it in your lap, palm up. Place the other hand on top of it, palm up, with the middle

knuckles approximately overlapping, and touch your thumbs lightly together so that your hands

form an oval. Let your hands rest in your lap, up against your abdomen, and let your arms hang

loosely, with no tension in your arms or shoulders.The eyes are kept open in zazen. This helps

prevent drowsiness and supports awareness of the here and now. Let your gaze fall at about a

forty-five-degree angle, resting on the floor three to four feet in front of you. Let your eyelids be

relaxed and droopy, and let your gaze be relaxed and somewhat unfocused. At some Zen

centers and monasteries, you sit facing a wall, in which case you look “through” the wall to rest

your gaze at an imaginary point three to four feet in front of you.You maintain this posture in

complete stillness for the entire meditation period—no rearranging your legs, no fidgeting, no



scratching your nose, no cracking your back—no moving at all. Let the body be still and quiet.

Zen teacher Charlotte Joko Beck says that zazen is basically “a simplified space.” We sit

completely still in a quiet and dimly lit place to simplify our space—to minimize stimuli—and

give ourselves an opportunity to see what’s happening in the present moment and what our

minds get involved with instead of the present moment.You may feel some discomfort sitting in

a zazen posture for more than a few minutes. Be assured that it becomes easier over time, as

the muscles get used to sitting up straight and, if you’re sitting cross-legged, as the muscles

and joints loosen up. As unlikely as this may sound at first, these postures really are, in the

long run, the most comfortable way to sit upright and still for an extended period. If you sit

several periods in a row, as is done at Zen centers, you may want to change your position from

one period to the next, to shift the stress on your body—perhaps simply shifting which leg is in

front in the Burmese position or which leg is on top in the half-lotus position.You may find that

one or both of your legs fall asleep when you sit cross-legged. Sitting a bit further forward or

back on the cushion may prevent this. If you’re sitting in a half lotus, adjust the foot that’s

underneath so that it presses into the opposite thigh and calf as little as possible. If your legs

do fall asleep, just let them be asleep. Unless you already have some trouble with your legs or

hips, no harm will come from having your legs asleep for a five-minute or thirty-five-minute

sitting period. At the end of the sitting period, be sure that some feeling has returned to your

legs before you try to stand up or you might collapse right back down to the floor.Awareness of

Breathing and ThoughtsOnce in a sitting position, you may find it helpful to take one or two

slow, deep breaths to settle in. Then let your breathing be however it is—fast or slow, deep or

shallow, regular or irregular—not manipulating it in any way.Become aware of the physical

sensations of your breathing—the cool air flowing into your nostrils and the warmer air flowing

out, the rise and fall of your chest, the movement of your belly.Let your attention settle in your

hara, a point about two inches below the navel, understood in Zen to be the physical and

spiritual center of the body. Feel your breathing from the hara. Feel the expansion of the

abdomen as you inhale and the contraction of the abdomen as you exhale.Starting with the

inhalation, begin silently counting your inhalations and exhalations. Count the inhalation “one,”

exhalation “two,” inhalation “three,” and so on. If you get to ten, start again at one. When you

realize that your attention has wandered away and you’ve lost track of the counting, notice the

thought you were involved with—or the most recent thought in a long series of thoughts—and

gently return your attention to the breathing, starting the count again at one. The word thought

here is meant broadly to include any mental activity: ideas, emotions, images, plans,

memories, fantasies, judgments, whatever. If thoughts arise and then vanish without carrying

your attention away from the counting, you don’t need to start again at one; just continue

counting. If you realize that you’ve counted past ten, start again at one.That’s all there is to it.

Notice the thought that captured your attention and gently return your attention to the

breathing, starting the count again at one. Notice the thought, return to the breathing, notice

the thought, return to the breathing—over and over and over.The point of this practice isn’t to

count to ten without a thought. If you repeatedly notice your wandering thoughts and return

your attention to the breathing after counting just one breath, that’s great. If there can be said

to be a point to counting the breath, it is to practice returning to the present moment. You

repeatedly notice the thoughts that carry your attention away and return your attention to the

physical sensations of the breathing, which is always happening right here and now. Thoughts

are fine. They are an intrinsic part of Zen practice. They are what you return from.Zazen does

not require exertion. You don’t need to tense your muscles or grit your teeth or cling on to your

breath for dear life and try to keep thoughts from arising. As you can discover for yourself,



that’s futile anyway. Zazen simply requires persistence—a commitment to noticing thoughts

and gently returning your attention to the breathing, again and again and again.How Long and

When to SitWhen you’re beginning, I’d suggest sitting for five to ten minutes, once or twice a

day. If, after a few weeks or a few months, you find that you’d like to sit longer, then increase

your sitting a little bit at a time—say, adding five minutes to your sitting periods or doing one

more sitting period a day. It is not advisable to sit for more than about forty minutes at a time. If

you want to sit longer than that, you can alternate periods of sitting meditation with brief

periods of walking meditation, as described in the next practice section.To time your sitting

periods, I would avoid using an ordinary alarm, since that is indeed an alarming way to

conclude your zazen. A quick online search for “meditation timer” will turn up many sites and

apps with more pleasant sounds, or you can place a clock just at the edge of your field of

vision and check it now and then. You can also buy incense sticks that are made to burn for

certain lengths of time so that your sitting period is over when the incense has burned out.It is

better to sit regularly for a short time than every once in a while for a long time, and it is good

to sit every day or nearly every day. It is helpful to sit at about the same time each day so that

zazen becomes a habit, a part of your daily routine. The only time that isn’t very good for zazen

is right after a meal, when you’re likely to be drowsy and dull. First thing in the morning and last

thing at night are times that work well for many people, but you’ll need to find what works with

your own rhythms and the rhythms of your household.The Essentials of Counting the

Breath•Find a sitting posture that allows you to have an upright spine and to be stable and

completely still.•Keep your eyes open, with your gaze lowered at about a forty-five-degree

angle, soft-focused, eyelids droopy.•Take one or two slow, deep breaths. Then let your breath

be however it is.•Let your attention settle in your hara (about two inches below the

navel).•Starting with the inhalation, begin counting your inhalations and exhalations, silently to

yourself: one, two, three . . . If you get to ten, start again at one.•When you realize that your

attention has wandered away and you’ve lost track of the counting, notice the thought and

gently return your attention to the breathing, starting the count again at one. (If thoughts arise

but don’t carry your attention away from the counting, just continue counting.)Notice the

thought,return to the breathing,notice the thought,return to the breathing,notice the

thought,return to the breathing . . .Disengaging the ClutchHere is an image of what happens in

zazen.The engine of the mind is constantly spinning, and off our attention goes, all over town,

all over the country, even crossing borders into other countries. In zazen, we practice

disengaging the clutch. We practice shifting into neutral, letting our attention coast to a stop,

and letting the mind idle.Our usual way of dealing with life is to drive all over, hoping to find a

place where everything suits us, where there is no pain, where we can be completely happy or

at least happier than we are now. Although we can indeed solve some of our problems by

driving someplace else or by taking a new route or stepping on the gas or slowing to a crawl,

these strategies won’t solve the fundamental problems of pain and death. No matter where we

go or what route we take, no matter how fast we go or how slowly, we won’t escape pain and

death.You probably already know or at least suspect that there’s no escape, or you wouldn’t be

reading a book like this. You’ve tried to escape. You’ve tried the interstates. You’ve tried the

back roads. You’ve tried going off-road in your SUV. You’ve tried higher-octane gas and new

tires. You’ve tried riding a bicycle instead. But none of it worked. Pain and death kept on

chasing you.Oddly enough, the freedom we’re looking for is found not in trying to flee this big

mess we’re in but in stopping right here in the middle of it.I was once struck by a passage from

Isaiah that seems to express a similar insight:In returning and rest you shall be saved;in

quietness and in trust shall be your strength.But you refused and said,“No! We will flee upon



horses”—therefore you shall flee!and, “We will ride upon swift steeds”—therefore your pursuers

shall be swift!If we insist on fleeing, we will be pursued. If we flee swiftly, we will be pursued

swiftly. Our salvation is found in returning and rest.To rest from our fleeing, we don’t need to

shut off the car engine. We only need to shift into neutral. When we disengage the clutch, the

car can stay right here, no matter how fast the engine spins. We don’t need to quit having

thoughts. We only need to notice the thoughts and let them go. Then our attention can stay

right here, no matter how fast the mind spins. Of course, there’s little reason to step on the

accelerator while we’re in neutral, so the engine does tend to slow down when we disengage

the clutch.So this is the practice: when we realize that we’re driving away, we notice where we

are and disengage the clutch. We notice the thought that captured our attention and gently

return our attention to the breathing. Then, inevitably, without even noticing it, we engage the

clutch and step on the gas and off we go. That’s fine. That’s exactly what human minds are

prone to do. When we realize that we’re racing off at seventy-five miles per hour, we notice

where we are and disengage the clutch. We do this over and over and over: notice where

we’ve driven and disengage the clutch.With practice, we tend to get quicker, on average, at

noticing where we’ve driven and disengaging the clutch. Instead of noticing, when we get to

Nova Scotia, that we’re not in Los Angeles anymore, we start to notice in New York. Then we

start to notice in Chicago, in Denver, in Las Vegas. Now and then we notice as soon as we get

on the highway or as we’re pulling out of our own driveway.But it doesn’t matter when we notice

where we’ve driven. It’s the noticing and disengaging the clutch that’s the key. Road trips are

fine. Zen practice is about noticing when we’re taking one and disengaging the clutch.Notice

where you’ve driven,disengage the clutch,notice where you’ve driven,disengage the

clutch,notice where you’ve driven,disengage the clutch . . .Chapter 1How I Became a Christian

Zen PractitionerI grew up in Los Angeles, in no religious tradition. During my childhood, my

mom was involved in the Unitarian Church on and off, and my dad was a Mormon for several

years—this was after they’d divorced. I occasionally went to church with them. I liked the

Unitarian church better because I could wear jeans and we did arts and crafts. For five

summers, I went to a Unitarian summer camp where we tie-dyed T-shirts, sang folk songs, and

played noncompetitive games, and the only rules were “Don’t do anything that will hurt anyone

else” and “Don’t throw rocks.” My grandmother, who became a born-again Christian late in life,

taught me a few bedtime prayers and gave me a children’s Bible that I never read. And at my

private elementary school, we sang a little prayer before lunch, and we recited Luke’s narrative

of the birth of Jesus at the Christmas pageant. That about sums up my childhood religious

training.

Zen Mind, Beginner's Mind: 50th Anniversary Edition, Black and Buddhist: What Buddhism Can

Teach Us about Race, Resilience, Transformation, and Freedom, Spirituality of the Psalms

(Facets), Christianity Rediscovered, Living Buddha, Living Christ 20th Anniversary Edition,

Contemplative Prayer (Image Classic), Zen and the Spiritual Exercises, Wake Up: How to

Practice Zen Buddhism

Tera, “Very helpful. I bought this book for my son who is a Buddhist. I am a Christian. I was

hoping if he read this that he could see that Christianity has so much to offer and he doesn't

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/mvajB/Zen-for-Christians-A-Beginners-Guide-Kim-Boykin


have to give up his Zen ways. He can, to an extent, combine Buddhism and Christianity, and

have not only a loving God and Father to bless his life, but also have the beautiful security of

eternal life. He can still have meditation, yoga, his views on suffering and more, while being

enriched with the love and empowerment of Christianity. I only read an excerpt from this book

before I bought it and had it delivered to Trevor, my son, and I was so enlightened from just that

small part. She writes so honestly and forthcoming with such knowledge and truth. Trev did

say, "I love you so much Mom for caring so much about me to send me this book-I will read

and let you know how it touches me..." So adorable. At least he doesn't get irritated with me for

trying. I believe this text will say so much of what I wish I could say to my son. I trust that God

will use this book to change my son's life. I found this book from my daughter-in-law who was

researching "from Buddhism to Christianity" and came across some excerpts from some books

for me. I looked them over, read them, and then chose this one because I really liked her

approach. And it is not difficult to read. An easy read but she says so much, and gets her point

across so beautifully. And it's very fresh, it comes alive as one reads, truth and knowledge;

enlightenment. It is a very helpful book because it is explanatory of theories and beliefs;

doctrines. I would highly recommend this.”

Book Flingz, “Definitely a Great Little Book For Beginning Zen. I admit, at first I was going to

give the book four stars because some aspect of Zen Buddhist teachings, just one or two

things, rubbed me the wrong way, but the author gently and conversationally explains why Zen

would be a great incorporation to our spiritual discipline. She breaks down the Buddhist

teachings and holds it up next to Christianity and when you look at what Zen truly is next to

Christianity, it is no more than observances about life. It is not a religion and there is no deity

involved, so in essence Zen is okay for nonbelievers and believers alike, really.The book will

definitely stay with me for a long time,as the author does give practical steps on "Zazen" or

breathing meditations and she gives wonderful descriptions of what to expect if you go to a

Zen Meditation retreat.Definitely a book every Christian should have!”

Joseph Ahrens, “Simple explanation. Not only a beginners guide. An excellent approach to

explaining Zen. It doesn’t make you wait until end of book to get into the meditation. Keeps you

engaged. Yes, Christianity can co-exist with true Zen”

Michael Kear, “Practice!. I have read ABOUT Zen for the past 10 or 15 years. This is the first

book that has motivated me to actually practice! What an outstanding tool to help Christians

like myself fearlessly begin to delve into zazen.The writer approaches the subject from a very

human point of view. She is "one of us," battling with fickleness and human nature. And yet,

with simple language, practical examples and personal experiences, she helps us to smell the

aroma of the spiritual feast that awaits us in Zen practice.While this book probably won't add

much to the knowledge or practice of those who are Buddhists or are already practicing Zen

regularly, it will be very helpful for Christians who may have an interest in meditation. This book

is Hands-On and How-To for those who want to do more than just know ABOUT Zen.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Yes and No...... I bought this book because I wanted to know if, as a

Christian, I can practice Zen and not violate the tenants of my faith. The answer is yes and

no.Read Dennis Littrell's review from 2003. I think it's the best explanation.For me, practicing

"Zen" as a meditation technique, and not delving into the Four Pillars of Truth and other

doctrine, is the best way to accomplish my goal. One might call it "Zen Lite."Well written and a

very easy read.”



Amy, “Wow!. I love this book!!! because I had the same experience as the person who wrote

the book, I was looking for what I want to believe. I grew up as Catholic and now I am part of

Zen and Catholic so, thank youfor writing the book, I will recommed the book to everyone!!!!!!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Tranquility. I started reading but haven’t finished yet and I wanted it so I

purchased it.”

elizabeth cumiskey, “Zen for Christians, a beginners guide. my husband is enjoying the book”
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